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Learning a new language is an important 
skill that takes time and practice to master.  
When learning English as a second 
language, there are many resources 
available; however, it can be difficult to 
determine where to start. 
 
This toolkit has been designed to help 
members of the YALI community who are 
ESL speakers continue to develop their 
English skills.  The goal of this toolkit is to 
provide you with resources and curated 
guidance for identifying your current strengths and areas of improvement, setting language learning goals, 
and practicing your English across a variety of competencies.  We encourage you to use all of the tools 
available in this document, though the information is presented in a way that allows you to focus on the areas 
you choose based on your interests and priorities. 
 

Toolkit Structure 
 
The toolkit is structured as follows: 
 

• A baseline self-reflection on your current English language level using the Common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). 

• Instructions and space to draft your English vision, goals, and purpose that will guide your 
engagement with the learning resources provided. 

• Skill-based sections that focus on listening and reading, grammar, vocabulary, writing, and 
pronunciation and speaking. 

o Each skill-based section provides a pre-assessment for measuring your current abilities, space 
to record your pre-assessment results, external resources for practicing the skill, and a post-
assessment for measuring your progress. 

• Space to revisit the CEFR self-reflection and your English vision and goals to gain an understanding of 
your progress and next steps for continued engagement and improvement.  

 
As you move through the resources and activities, we urge you to engage with your peers to receive feedback 
on your work and share lessons learned with others as they work toward their goals.   

2015 Mandela Washington Fellows stand in front of the Tower at 
The  University of Texas at Austin. 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/home
https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/home


Baseline 
Self-Reflection2
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Before working to improve your various English skills, it is important to reflect on where you currently are in 
the process of learning English.  The Common European Framework of Reference for Language (CEFR) is a 
great tool to use for self-assessing your English across three broad competencies: understanding, speaking, 
and writing.  The scale used in the framework runs from A1 to C2, with level A1 considered a basic 
understanding of English and level C2 considered proficiency in English. You will have the opportunity to rank 
yourself across these competencies to gain an understanding of your overall level of English and your level of 
English across different skills. 
 
The broad skills the CEFR focuses on include listening, reading, spoken interaction, spoken production, and 
writing. There are sections of the toolkit for each of these skills in addition to sections on grammar and 
vocabulary. Grammar and vocabulary are integral parts of learning a new language that span across the three 
broad competencies presented in the CEFR. 
 
While this toolkit is meant to help you improve your English, please note that the most valuable tool at your 
disposal is time.  Experts say that it takes an individual approximately 200 hours of practice to move from one 
level to the next on the CEFR scale.  Use this estimate to pace yourself and build in enough time to practice 
your English every day to advance your skills at a steady pace.  More guidance on incorporating English 
practice into your daily routine can be found on page 13. 
 

Common European Framework of Reference for Language (CEFR) Levels 
 

          C2 
Mastery           

        C1 
Expert 

 
         
      B2 

Upper 
Intermediate 

  
        
    B1 

Intermediate 

   
       
  A2 

Elementary 

    
      

A1 
Starter 

     
     
     

Basic User  Independent User  Proficient User 

Instructions 

Read through the CEFR chart on pages 6 and 7 and determine which level you are in each skill. 
  

Adapted from the Common European Framework of Reference for Language (CEFR). 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/home
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Common European Framework of Reference for Language (CEFR) Chart 
  A1 A2 B1 

Un
de

rs
ta

nd
in

g Li
st

en
in

g 

I can recognize familiar words 
and very basic phrases 
concerning myself, my family, 
and immediate concrete 
surroundings when people speak 
slowly and clearly. 

I can understand phrases and the 
highest-frequency vocabulary 
related to areas of most 
immediate personal relevance 
(e.g., very basic personal and 
family information, shopping, 
local area, employment). I can 
catch the main point in short, 
clear, simple messages and 
announcements. 

I can understand the main points of 
clear standard speech on familiar 
matters regularly encountered in work, 
school, leisure, etc. I can understand the 
main point of many radio or TV 
programs on current affairs or topics of 
personal or professional interest when 
the delivery is relatively slow and clear. 

Re
ad

in
g I can understand familiar names, 

words and very simple sentences, 
for example on notices and 
posters or in catalogs. 

I can read very short, simple texts. 
I can find specific, predictable 
information in simple everyday 
material such as advertisements, 
prospectuses, menus, and 
timetables, and I can understand 
short, simple personal letters. 

I can understand texts that consist 
mainly of high-frequency everyday or 
job-related language. I can understand 
the description of events, feelings, and 
wishes in personal letters. 

Sp
ea

ki
ng

 

Sp
ok

en
 In

te
ra

ct
io

n 

I can interact in a simple way 
provided the other person is 
prepared to repeat or rephrase 
things at a slower rate of speech 
and help me formulate what I'm 
trying to say. I can ask and 
answer simple questions in areas 
of immediate need or on very 
familiar topics. 

I can communicate in simple and 
routine tasks requiring a simple 
and direct exchange of 
information on familiar topics and 
activities. I can handle very short 
social exchanges, even though I 
can't usually understand enough 
to keep the conversation going 
myself. 

I can deal with most situations while 
traveling in an area where the language 
is spoken. I can enter unprepared into 
conversation on topics that are familiar, 
of personal interest, or pertinent to 
everyday life (e.g. family, hobbies, work, 
travel, and current events). 

Sp
ok

en
 

Pr
od

uc
tio

n 

I can use simple phrases and 
sentences to describe where I live 
and people I know. 

I can use a series of phrases and 
sentences to describe in simple 
terms my family and other people, 
living conditions, my educational 
background, and my present or 
most recent job. 

I can connect phrases in a simple way to 
describe experiences and events, my 
dreams, hopes, and ambitions. I can 
briefly give reasons and explanations 
for opinions and plans. I can narrate a 
story or relate the plot of a book or film 
and describe my reactions. 

W
rit

in
g 

W
rit

in
g 

I can write a short, simple 
postcard, for example sending 
holiday greetings. I can fill in 
forms with personal details, for 
example entering my name, 
nationality, and address on a 
hotel registration form. 

I can write short, simple notes and 
messages relating to matters in 
areas of immediate needs. I can 
write a very simple personal 
letter, for example thanking 
someone for something. 

I can write simple connected text on 
topics which are familiar or of personal 
interest. I can write personal letters 
describing experiences and 
impressions. 

 

  Adapted from the CEFR. 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/home
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B2 C1 C2   

I can understand extended speech 
and lectures and follow even 
complex lines of argument provided 
the topic is reasonably familiar. I 
can understand most TV news and 
current affairs programs. I can 
understand the majority of films in 
standard dialect. 

I can understand extended speech 
even when it is not clearly 
structured and when relationships 
are only implied and not signaled 
explicitly. I can understand 
television programs and films 
without too much effort. 

I have no difficulty understanding 
any kind of spoken language, 
whether live or broadcast, even 
when delivered at fast native 
speed, provided I have some time 
to get familiar with the accent. 

Listening 

Understanding 
 

I can read articles and reports 
concerned with contemporary 
problems in which the writers adopt 
particular attitudes or viewpoints. I 
can understand contemporary 
literary prose. 

I can understand long and complex 
factual and literary texts, 
appreciating distinctions of style. I 
can understand specialized articles 
and longer technical instructions, 
even when they do not relate to my 
field. 

I can read with ease virtually all 
forms of the written language, 
including abstract, structurally or 
linguistically complex texts such as 
manuals, specialized articles, and 
literary works. 

Reading 

I can interact with a degree of 
fluency and spontaneity that makes 
regular interaction with native 
speakers quite possible. I can take 
an active part in discussion in 
familiar contexts, accounting for 
and sustaining my views. 

I can express myself fluently and 
spontaneously without much 
obvious searching for expressions. I 
can use language flexibly and 
effectively for social and 
professional purposes. I can 
formulate ideas and opinions with 
precision and relate my 
contribution skilfully to those of 
other speakers. 

I can take part effortlessly in any 
conversation or discussion and 
have a good familiarity with 
idiomatic expressions and 
colloquialisms. I can express myself 
fluently and convey finer shades of 
meaning precisely. If I do have a 
problem I can backtrack and 
restructure around the difficulty so 
smoothly that other people are 
hardly aware of it. 

Spoken Interaction 

Speaking 
 

I can present clear, detailed 
descriptions on a wide range of 
subjects related to my field of 
interest. I can explain a viewpoint 
on a topical issue giving the 
advantages and disadvantages of 
various options. 

I can present clear, detailed 
descriptions of complex subjects 
integrating sub-themes, 
developing particular points, and 
rounding off with an appropriate 
conclusion. 

I can present a clear, smoothly-
flowing description or argument in 
a style appropriate to the context 
and with an effective logical 
structure that helps the recipient 
notice and remember significant 
points. 

Spoken 
Production 

I can write clear, detailed text on a 
wide range of subjects related to my 
interests. I can write an essay or 
report, passing on information or 
giving reasons in support of or 
against a particular point of view. I 
can write letters highlighting the 
personal significance of events and 
experiences. 

I can express myself in clear, well-
structured text, expressing points 
of view at some length. I can write 
about complex subjects in a letter, 
essay, or report, underlining what I 
consider to be the salient issues. I 
can select style appropriate to the 
intended audience. 

I can write clear, smoothly-flowing 
text in an appropriate style. I can 
write complex letters, reports, or 
articles presenting a case with an 
effective logical structure that helps 
the recipient to notice and 
remember significant points. I can 
write summaries and reviews of 
professional or literary works. 

W
riting 

W
riting 
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CEFR Chart Self-Assessment 
 
Track your reflection in the table below to determine at which CEFR level you personally rank your English for 
each skill area.  As you move through the skill-based sections of the toolkit, you will complete pre-
assessments which will provide further insight into your English language strengths and identify potential 
areas of improvement.  As you complete these assessments, refer back to this table to see if the scores you 
receive on the pre-assessments match your initial self-assessment levels.  
 
Date Completed:   
 

 A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 

Listening       

Reading       

Spoken Interaction       

Spoken Production       

Writing       

 



Your English Language 
Vision, Goals, and 
Purpose3
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Now that you have had the chance to reflect on your current English skills, it is important to think through 
your English skill goals.  Having a clear vision for how you want to use English in your daily life—and which 
skills you would like to focus on improving to achieve this—will help target your work in this toolkit.  Creating 
goals that properly support this vision will provide you with a practical way to progress toward your ideal level 
of English.  Finally, identifying your English purpose will provide further motivation to achieve these goals and 
position you for professional success.  
 

My English Vision 
 
To begin drafting your English vision, imagine yourself in the future.  How do you want to feel when you 
express yourself in English?  If your English ability were exactly how you wanted it to be, what would it enable 
you to do?  Determine where you see English being the most useful to you; this could be conversationally with 
friends, or in a business setting with clients.  
 
Use this vision to write a scenario that you would like to see become reality.  This scenario should include you 
using English confidently to clearly communicate with those around you.  Moving forward, use this vision to 
continually motivate yourself to improve your English.  
 
Here are a few examples to help you frame your ideal scenario: 
 

• I am giving a confident, relaxed presentation on a stage to a large group of colleagues.  I use humor 
successfully to engage my audience. 

• I have just finished negotiating a successful deal for my organization in English and am smiling and 
shaking hands. 

• I am hanging out and having a relaxed conversation with colleagues from around the world.  I 
understand nearly everything they say, and I jump in and join the conversation easily. 

• I’ve just written an email and know that it is well-organized, accurate, and uses appropriate 
expressions. 

• I’m listening to a podcast, letting it flow over me, laughing when something humorous is said, and 
never feeling stressed about the English. 

 

Write your ideal scenario here: 
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My English Goals  
 
Now that you have a vision for your English skills, it is time to think about the necessary steps to achieve this 
vision.  Setting tangible goals is important for accomplishing any task or mastering any skill.  Begin to think of 
goals that you would like to achieve that advance your English vision.  Some of your goals may be easy to 
achieve in a short time, and some may take years. 
 
The focus of the ESL Toolkit will be on English goals that you feel you can achieve in the next three months.  It 
takes time to show measurable progress when learning a language and it is important to give yourself enough 
time to work toward your goals.  
 
When drafting goals, it is important to think about how you can make them SMART: Specific, Measurable, 
Attainable, Realistic, and Timely.  SMART goals drive you toward a tangible accomplishment that is completed 
within a certain time frame.  This approach will help you target your practice and learn in a more efficient 
manner.   
 
For example, a SMART goal could be as follows: 
 
In three months, I will be able to read and understand 95% of a short news article in an English language daily 
newspaper without using my dictionary. 
 

• Specific – provides a direct skill to repeatedly practice (reading comprehension) 
• Measurable – provides a metric to assess progress or achievement (95%) 
• Attainable – provides a reasonable article length (short article) 
• Realistic – provides simple content that is similar to what is read in your own language (daily news) 
• Timely – provides a deadline (three months) 

 
Here are a few additional examples of SMART goals that may be practical to achieve in a three-month 
timeframe: 
 

• In three months, I will know and be able to use 150 new vocabulary words.  I will be able to pronounce 
them, spell them, and use them in my writing and/or speaking. 

• In three months, I will be able to write a paragraph that is organized and well-developed with accurate 
punctuation. 

• In three months, I will be able to have a comfortable 15-minute conversation on topics from daily life. 
• In three months, I will be able to use the present, past, and present perfect tenses accurately in 

writing. 
 
In the space on the next page, write three SMART goals for the next three months that will help you work 
toward achieving your English vision. 
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SMART Goals 

1  
 
 
 

2  
 
 
 

3  
 
 
 

 
 

My English Language Purpose  
 
Now that you have your vision and the goals to achieve it, it is time to understand your English purpose.  Your 
purpose for improving your English skills is what drives you to continue practicing and improving.  Ask 
yourself: what is your compelling reason to improve your English skills?  Will English help advance your 
career?  Will it allow you to meet more colleagues from around the world?  Perhaps you really enjoy language 
learning.  When your purpose is strong, you will be more motivated and better positioned to achieve your 
goals. 
 
Here are a few purpose statement examples: 
 

• I want to improve my English because that will help me be successful in my company. 
• I can help the people of my country improve their standard of living if I can promote my organization’s 

work in English. 
• Improving my English will allow me to communicate better with close friends. 

 

Write your purpose statement here: 
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English Habit Tracker 
 
Forming daily habits is a critical part of learning a new 
language.  This consistent practice will help you gain 
confidence in your English language abilities while 
improving your skills in ways you may not notice at first.  
The English Habit Tracker has been developed to help 
you form these daily habits by identifying activities and 
tasks you can commit to every day.  
 
As you work through the skill-based sections of the 
toolkit, select the skills you want to focus on improving 
daily, and identify practice activities to improve these 
skills.  Each month you will choose five daily habits that 
will advance your goals.  These can be very simple tasks that take only a minute or two, or they could be more 
ambitious activities that may take 20 or 30 minutes each day.  At the end of the month, you can continue with 
the same daily habits, or choose new ones.  
 
Here are some examples of daily habits: 
 

• Read the news in English for 15 minutes (vocabulary) 
• Create a 1-minute audio recording summarizing a news story (fluency) 
• Listen to one podcast in English (listening to rapid speech) 
• Practice intonation for 15 minutes (pronunciation) 
• Start a journal/diary and write a short summary of each day in English (writing) 

 
Directions: Download the English Habit Tracker and watch the video tutorial on how to use it.  Integrate the 
habit tracker into your weekly routine and use it to best leverage the resources available throughout this 
toolkit. 
 

Start or Join a Language Learning Group 
 
While studying is a great way to further your English skills, nothing is better than practicing – with colleagues, 
peers, or friends.  If there is a local English language group or circle in your community, like at a local 
American Corner, join it to find new opportunities to engage and build your skills in real life.  Additionally, you 
can use these spaces to share your English Habit Tracker, best practices, and encourage your peers as you 
work together to strengthen your skills. 
 

 
 

Mandela Washington Fellows converse with 
Americans during a community service event at the 

Food Bank of Texas in Austin, Texas. 

https://mwfellows.info/englishhabittracker
https://youtu.be/3QyKmv25cfo
https://mwfellows.info/englishhabittracker


Listening and 
Reading4
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Throughout this toolkit, you will be provided with resources to improve specific language skills that are 
critical for learning English.  Each skill-based section of the toolkit will allow you to test your current language 
abilities, enabling you to identify where you need the most improvement. 
 
As you work through the pre-assessments, remember to refer back to the baseline self-reflection you 
completed using the CEFR chart on pages 6 and 7.  Several of the pre-assessments will provide you with an A1-
C2 level on that skill.  Does the level you initially estimated for yourself with the CEFR match the level you 
received on the skill-specific pre-assessment?  If it does not, take some time to reflect on this difference and 
reassess your personal understanding of your English.  You may find you have certain strengths and areas for 
improvement you were unaware of.  These can help guide you through the toolkit as you work to prioritize 
certain skills.  
 
The first skill-based section of this toolkit is listening and reading.  You will begin by taking a listening and 
reading pre-assessment.  You will then move through a series of resources that include formal listening and 
reading practice through targeted online activities.  Further resources for continued learning will be provided, 
accompanied by ideas for practicing your listening and reading skills.  These ideas and additional resources 
will be helpful in completing your English Habit Tracker if listening and reading are two of the skills you want 
to improve on a daily basis.  The listening and reading section will conclude with a retake of the assessment to 
track your improvement over time.  You may revisit this assessment as often as you like to continually track 
your progress.  
 

  

“The best way to learn a 
foreign language is to have 
language immersion, 
[which] is possible virtually 
by organising discussions 
with native tutors or pals.” 
 

Mamadou Ba 
2019 Fellowship Alumnus 

Senegal 

Mamadou teaches in a classroom in southeastern Senegal. 

https://mwfellows.info/englishhabittracker
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Listening and Reading Pre-Assessment 
 
The listening and reading pre-assessment is provided through The Education First Standard English Test (EF 
SET).  EF SET is a standardized English test that provides you with an analysis of your reading and listening 
comprehension based on the CEFR.  It is a free resource available online and includes a short 15-minute 
version to provide an estimate of your reading and listening levels and a full 50-minute version for a deeper 
dive into your comprehension.  
 
Instructions 
 

1. Complete the 15-minute listening and reading comprehension pre-assessment. 
2. After completing the pre-assessment, record your scores in the table below. 
3. Compare the CEFR level received on the EF SET pre-assessment to your personal rankings from the 

baseline CEFR self-reflection.  
 
Pre-Assessment: EF SET English Level  
 

Date Overall 
Score 

Overall CEFR 
Level 

Listening 
Score 

Listening 
CEFR Level 

Reading 
Score 

Reading 
CEFR Level 

       

 
Tools and Guidance to Improve Your Listening Skills 
 
Now that you have a general sense of your listening comprehension, it is time to start practicing!  In the 
resource section below, there are weblinks to online activities and curated guidance on how to complete 
them.  As you move through these activities, list any words or phrases you find challenging to understand in 
the notes section below, and look them up in an English dictionary as you move through the exercises. 
 
  

https://www.efset.org/free-english-test/
https://www.efset.org/free-english-test/


 
Listening and Reading 
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Listening Practice Activities 
 

1. Elllo.org is an online English lesson site that provides activities for English language learners to 
complete based on their CEFR level.  Complete the Elllo Listening Lesson(s) for the listening CEFR level 
you received in your pre-assessment.  Each lesson has 15 to 30 short videos and an accompanying 
quiz to test your listening comprehension.   

2. Randall’s ESL Cyber Listening Lab is an online collection of listening activities for English language 
learners.  The website has created an ESL Study Guide which compiles their most popular listening 
activities under 15 specific topics, such as “food and dining out” or “work.”  Complete all exercises 
under 10 to 15 of the specific topics that interest you most in the Study Guide. 

3. Learning through media is both a productive and entertaining way to practice your English language 
skills.  Learn English Feel Good created a list of listening exercises using video clips from popular 
movies.  Watch all 10 videos and complete the accompanying comprehension questions.  

 

Notes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://elllo.org/
http://www.elllo.org/english/levels/index.htm
https://www.esl-lab.com/
https://www.esl-lab.com/study-guide/
http://www.learnenglishfeelgood.com/eslvideo/index.html
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Additional Listening Practice 
 
In addition to practicing activities specifically designed for English language learning, it is important to 
incorporate listening to English into your everyday life.  Below are several interesting and informative 
resources that can be used to achieve this.  These resources may also be helpful to incorporate into your 
English Habit Tracker.  
 

• VOA News: Listen to five new English in a Minute videos  
• TED Talks: Listen to one TED Talk  
• Ignite Talks: Listen to three Ignite Talks (Note: these are different from the Mandela Washington 

Fellowship Ignite Talks, which you can watch on the Fellowship website.) 
• Find a podcast conducted in English and incorporate listening to new episodes into your weekly 

routine.  Some suggestions include: Radio Lab, Stuff You Should Know, and Fresh Air. 
• Lyrics Training: For 20 minutes, practice typing the missing lyrics to popular songs as you listen. 

 
Tips for Practicing Listening Comprehension  
 

• Choose comprehensible input – It is important to choose listening materials that are slightly above 
your current level.  Materials where you can understand roughly 70% of the audio will challenge you to 
learn new words and phrases while still ensuring you understand the majority of what is spoken. 

• Listen actively by taking notes – When possible, take notes on main points or unfamiliar words; this 
will help you to be more interested in and engaged with the audio.  

• Listen, listen, listen – Listen to podcasts or other recordings while you commute, exercise, or do 
chores to incorporate listening practice into a busy schedule.   

 

  

  

Additional Resources for Continued Learning 
 
 RealEnglish.com has many videos and lessons for English language learners.  
 LibriVox provides free public domain audiobooks. 
 In addition to the 15-minute listening and reading assessment, EF SET has a 50-minute 

assessment that provides a deeper dive into your listening and reading comprehension. 

https://www.mandelawashingtonfellowship.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/MWF-English-Habit-Tracker_FINAL.xlsx
https://learningenglish.voanews.com/z/3619
http://www.ted.com/
http://www.ignitetalks.io/
https://www.mandelawashingtonfellowship.org/category/videos/
https://www.iheart.com/podcast/radiolab-18894587/
http://stuffyoushouldknow.com/
http://www.npr.org/programs/fresh-air/
https://lyricstraining.com/
http://www.real-english.com/
https://librivox.org/
https://www.efset.org/free-english-test/
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Tools and Guidance to Improve Reading Skills 
 
Similar to the listening comprehension section, there 
are weblinks below to online activities that provide 
targeted practice for improving your English reading 
comprehension.  Work through these activities and 
record unfamiliar words and phrases you encounter in 
the notes section below.  After the practice activities 
you will find resources for incorporating reading into 
your daily routine.  
 
Reading Practice Activities 
 

1. InfoSquares.com provides an extensive list of 
Reading Comprehension Exercises where you 
are able to read condensed news articles and 
answer reading comprehension questions.  
Choose at least 22 topics that interest you from 
the list of 44 and work through the comprehension questions for each.   

2. Complete the Reading Comprehension Exercises from UsingEnglish.com.  Move through each subject 
area starting with the beginner and intermediate exercises and progressing to the advanced exercises.  

3. The Townsend Press Learning Center provides online lessons and activities for both improving and 
advancing your reading skills.  Complete the three chapters on both of the following pages: 
 Ten Steps for Improving Reading Skills 
 Ten Steps for Advancing Reading Skills 

 

Notes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

2014 Fellows (left to right) Christopher Lespoir 
(Seychelles), Nonso Smart Okafor (Nigeria), and Vital 

Sounouvou (Benin) and other Fellows listen to a 
speaker at a visit to Google. 

http://infosquares.com/
http://www.infosquares.com/readingcomprehension/index.html
https://www.usingenglish.com/comprehension/
https://www.usingenglish.com/
https://www.townsendpress.net/home
https://www.townsendpress.net/class/exercises/book-assignments/172/menu
https://www.townsendpress.net/class/exercises/book-assignments/173/menu
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Additional Reading Practice 
 
Below is a list of suggested resources that can be used to incorporate reading English into your daily life.  If 
you have any habits in your English Habit Tracker for improving your reading comprehension, these materials 
may be useful. 
 

• Read the news from your home country or abroad every day. 
o World Newspapers – Find a news source in English from your home country  
o Breaking News English – Read the daily world headlines at a reading level you find 

comprehensible but challenging 
• Smithsonian News Stories is a resource for largely STEM-focused articles that are adjustable to 

different reading levels.  Some articles also include quizzes to test your comprehension. 
 
Tips for Practicing Reading Comprehension 
 

• Read a novel in English – This is a great way to keep building your vocabulary and knowledge of 
English structure.  You can choose a novel you are familiar with or something new to challenge 
yourself.  

• Read and listen at the same time – One way to do this is by watching an English video with English 
subtitles.  When you listen to and read the words, it helps build the connection between how words 
look and how they sound.  Text-to-Speech software also helps accomplish this by reading a body of 
text out loud while you follow along.  Watch these tutorials on using this software: 

o Apple: Using Text-to-Speech Software  
o Windows 10: Text-to-Speech Software 

• Read the right material – When you are choosing materials to read, keep two things in mind: first, 
whenever possible, choose reading materials that you enjoy and are interested in.  You are much more 
likely to continue reading these on a regular basis.  Second, choose books that are at an English level 
just above the one you are most comfortable with.  You want to challenge yourself just enough to 
learn new things, but not enough to get frustrated with your reading. 

 

Listening and Reading Post-Assessment 
 
You have moved through the activities for both listening and reading comprehension, and have likely 
incorporated practice into your daily routine.  To track your progress, retake the 15-minute EF SET to analyze 
your listening and reading comprehension and record your performance in the table below. 
  
Post-Assessment: EF SET English Level  
 

Date Overall 
Score 

Overall CEFR 
Level 

Listening 
Score 

Listening 
CEFR Level 

Reading 
Score 

Reading 
CERF Level 

       

 

https://mwfellows.info/englishhabittracker
http://www.world-newspapers.com/
https://breakingnewsenglish.com/
https://www.tweentribune.com/topic/technology/teen/
http://youtu.be/G99lEIbWgzY
https://youtu.be/-2pINP2PB48
https://www.efset.org/free-english-test/
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Understanding grammar is critical for learning any new language.  Grammar provides the rules needed to 
form written and spoken statements by guiding sentence formation.  In this section, you will use various 
exercises and resources to improve your knowledge of foundational English grammar rules.  Practice activities 
will enable you to apply this knowledge and grow your grammar skills by incorporating these activities into 
your English Habit Tracker.   
 

Tools and Guidance to Improve Your Grammar Skills 
 
There are a variety of online resources that you can use to strengthen your English grammar, including several 
provided below that address foundational concepts.  Take notes in the space below the practice activities as 
you learn new rules and concepts. 
 
Practice Activities 
 

1. Complete the grammar lessons from the British Council Learning English website that correspond 
with your estimated overall CEFR level: 
 A1 & A2 Learners 
 B1 & B2 Learners 

2. Review the following pages and complete the accompanying quizzes from the English Club.  The 
English Club breaks grammar into two categories: word-level grammar, which includes the nine parts 
of speech, and sentence-level grammar.  Begin with the word-level grammar pages then move 
through sentence-level grammar.  

3. Irregular verbs can be challenging to learn in any language as they do not follow the conjugation rules 
covered in the previous activities.  Review the English Club’s list of common irregular verbs and then 
complete the LanguageGuide.org irregular verb exercises.  

 

Notes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://mwfellows.info/englishhabittracker
https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/
https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/grammar/beginner-to-pre-intermediate
https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/grammar/intermediate-to-upper-intermediate
https://www.englishclub.com/
https://www.englishclub.com/grammar/#word
https://www.englishclub.com/grammar/#sentence
https://www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/irregular-verbs-list.htm
https://www.languageguide.org/english/grammar/
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Ideas for Practicing Grammar  
 
Learning English grammar rules is a matter of practice and 
attention to detail.  Below are a number of exercises you can 
engage in on a daily basis.  You may want to consider incorporating 
some of these activities into your English Habit Tracker.  
 

• Sentence variety – Write and review your sentences for 
variety.  Try to use connectors to make complex sentences. 

• Sentence combining – Combine two short sentences into a 
longer one.  See how many different ways you can write a 
sentence while retaining its meaning. 

• Grammar usage in lectures – Listen for grammar usage in 
online lectures, such as the Massive Open Online Courses 
(MOOCs) offered by the U.S. Department of State.  Take 
notes on unfamiliar grammar structures and practice using 
them in recordings and then in conversation. 

• Grammar usage in readings – Notice grammar while you 
read and highlight interesting usage.  Practice using it in 
your own writing.  

• Listen to your spoken grammar – Make a 1-2 minute 
recording of yourself talking freely about what you did this 
week, something you read, or a movie you watched.  Listen 
to and/or make a transcript of your recording.  Did you notice any errors in grammar?  Re-record 
yourself talking about the same topic and see if you can correct those errors. 

• Check your writing for grammar – Put your writing into Grammarly to correct it and learn from these 
corrections to avoid improper grammar structures in the future. 

• Grammatical accuracy – For accuracy, choose one specific kind of mistake to monitor your speech for.  
Listen to and correct yourself – or simply notice – whenever you hear yourself make that mistake.  
Choose one or two common kinds of mistakes (e.g., plurals, subject/verb agreement, conjugations, 
etc.).  

Additional Resources for Continued Learning  
 
 Texas Gateway provides further practice and examples of sentence structure and formation.  
 English Page is an online English grammar book with a comprehensive list of tutorials and 

activities. 
 Education First has a complete English Grammar Guide. 
 EnglishGrammar.org provides interactive exercises, downloadable worksheets, and an online 

grammar check tool to improve your writing. 
 Continue to work through grammar exercises based on your areas of improvement on the website 

Perfect English Grammar. 
 Watch the American English video on Gerunds and Infinitives from the U.S. Department of State. 
 The website English for Everyone offers an extensive worksheet bank for continued practice. 

“My suggestions for simple and 
low-cost ways to improve 
English speaking, listening, 
reading, writing, or grammar 
skills from home are to seize 
opportunities on the Internet 
particularly in the context of 
the health crisis.  There are 
many resources online that 
learners of English can use 
freely or at a low cost.  
Exploiting MOOCs (Massive 
Open Online Courses) or YALI 
Network online courses is also 
a great opportunity.” 
 

Dr. Alassane Abdoulaye Dia 
2014 Fellowship Alumnus 

Senegal 

https://mwfellows.info/englishhabittracker
https://americanenglish.state.gov/american-english-moocs
https://americanenglish.state.gov/american-english-moocs
https://www.grammarly.com/
https://www.texasgateway.org/resource/strengthen-sentence-variety-and-sentence-combining-english-i-writing
https://www.englishpage.com/grammar/index.html
https://www.ef.com/wwen/english-resources/english-grammar/
https://www.englishgrammar.org/
https://www.grammarcheck.net/editor/
https://www.grammarcheck.net/editor/
https://www.perfect-english-grammar.com/grammar-exercises.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNZJsDb05io&list=PL7BlTIDdOgZJgPq_tOMzShP84Yj_rA7yA
https://englishforeveryone.org/
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Building your vocabulary in a new language is a skill that comes from 
both formal vocabulary practice and through general interaction with 
the new language.  While studying flashcards and taking quizzes can 
provide a solid foundation to get you started, performing daily 
activities such as reading, writing, and listening to English will 
gradually build your vocabulary over time. 
 
In this section, you will first assess your English vocabulary, identifying 
the approximate size of your current English vocabulary.  You will then 
work through the accompanying resources below, focusing on the 
categories of words that will be most helpful to develop based on your 
goals.  Ideas will also be provided so you can continue working on your 
daily habits in the English Habit Tracker to grow your vocabulary 
through other key English language skills.  Once you feel that your 
English vocabulary skills have improved, return to this section of the 
toolkit to take the post-assessment and record your progress. 
 

Vocabulary Pre-Assessment 
 
First, complete the vocabulary pre-assessment.  TestYourVocab.com is part of an online research project to 
measure vocabulary across ages and education levels.  Their online assessment is a three-part test that can 
calculate vocabulary size from 100 words to more than 40,000.  Complete the online assessment and record 
your vocabulary size in the table below. 
 
Instructions 
 

1. Complete the vocabulary pre-assessment. 
2. After completing the pre-assessment, record your 

vocabulary size in the table below. 
3. Compare the results of your vocabulary pre-assessment 

to your overall personal ranking from the baseline CEFR 
self-reflection.  You can use this chart to find an 
approximate CEFR level for your vocabulary size from the 
pre-assessment. 

 
Pre-Assessment: Vocabulary 
 

Date My Vocabulary Size Assessment 

  

 
  

Vocabulary Size 
Assessment 

Approximate 
CEFR Level 

500 – 1,000 A1 
1,000 – 2,000 A2 
2,000 – 4,000 B1 
4,000 – 8,000 B2 

8,000 – 16,000 C1 
16,000 + C2 

“A language is only 
improved and 
maintained over time 
through practicing.  If 
not, you lose vocabulary 
and sharp language 
skills, no matter how 
good you were at it.” 
 

Elalie Tshipeng Kambaj 
2019 Fellowship Alumna 

Democratic Republic of the 
Congo (DRC) 

https://mwfellows.info/englishhabittracker
http://testyourvocab.com/
http://testyourvocab.com/
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Tools and Guidance to Improve Your Vocabulary 

Before moving through the vocabulary practice activities ad resources below, take a moment to think about 
the categories of words that will be most helpful to develop based on your goals.  Are you interested in 
starting a business?  Learning important English business terms will better prepare you to accomplish this.  Do 
you want to build relationships with English-speaking colleagues?  Learning English social words will help 
improve your casual conversation abilities.  Think about your goals and target your vocabulary practice to 
help meet those goals.  Take notes below of any important or interesting words you come across while you 
practice.  

Practice Activities 

1. Study the definitions for the following categories of words and complete the corresponding exercises
for each group:
 Nouns
 Verbs
 Adjectives
 Social Words
 Money and Work
 The Academic Word List (AWL)

2. Review the EnglishClub.com Topic Vocabulary page and identify priority topics you would like to build
your vocabulary around.  Review the definitions page and complete the corresponding quizzes to test
your vocabulary retention and understanding.  Here are a few topics that may be useful:
 Meetings Vocabulary Page
 Negotiations Vocabulary Page
 Telephone English Vocabulary Page
 Computer Vocabulary Page
 Time Vocabulary Page

3. Watch the American English video on Phrasal Verbs.  After watching, study the phrasal verb lists at
EnglishVocabularyExercises.com and complete the corresponding exercises for each group of verbs.

Notes 

http://www.englishvocabularyexercises.com/general-vocabulary/index.html#lotsnouns
http://www.englishvocabularyexercises.com/general-vocabulary/index.html#verbsverbs
http://www.englishvocabularyexercises.com/general-vocabulary/index.html#alladjectives
http://www.englishvocabularyexercises.com/general-vocabulary/index.html#socialworld
http://www.englishvocabularyexercises.com/general-vocabulary/index.html#moneywork
http://www.englishvocabularyexercises.com/academic-word-list/index.html
https://www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/topic.htm
https://www.englishclub.com/business-english/meetings-vocabulary.htm
https://www.englishclub.com/business-english/negotiations-vocabulary.htm
https://www.englishclub.com/speaking/telephone-vocabulary.htm
https://www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/computer.php
https://www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/time.htm
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7BlTIDdOgZIFvqCHEah_xd9U2PW6kYkV
http://www.englishvocabularyexercises.com/general-vocabulary/index.html#phrasalverbs
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Ideas for Practicing Vocabulary 

Learning English vocabulary is a matter of practice and 
commitment to expanding your vocabulary toolkit.  
Below are a number of exercises you can engage in on 
a daily basis.  You may want to consider incorporating 
some of these activities into your English Habit 
Tracker.  

• Keep a vocabulary notebook – Carry it with you
always and write down words you find
confusing or interesting.  Ask native English
speakers that you run into if they will help you
understand the meanings of words that the 
dictionary does not explain well. 

•

• Read, read, read – The more you read, the more words you will acquire, many of them without even
trying.  Reading lets you see how words are used in sentences and use context clues to help you
understand a new word.

• Visualize new words – When you learn a new word, connect the sound and the meaning of the new
word with a powerful image that combines both the sound and meaning.

• Scrabble online – Play a game of Scrabble each day to continue to grow your vocabulary.

Additional Resources for Continued Learning 

 American English videos on using idioms can provide insight into common English phrases that
may be hard to understand out of context.

 Vocabulary.com is an interactive platform with lists of vocabulary terms and practice exercises.
 Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English Online is both a dictionary and a resource to find

vocabulary exercises. 
 Collins English Thesaurus is a tool that lists words in groups of synonyms and related concepts.

2016 Fellows (left to right) Phillip Takwana Muyengwa 
(Zimbabwe) and Samira Ousmane Mamoudou (Nigeria) 

complete an activity at the Blanton Museum of Art. 
Use sticky notes – Write vocabulary words you 
are practicing on sticky notes, like Post-It Notes 
(small cards).  Attach them to your walls, refrigerator, bathroom mirror, or any place that you will see 
them every day. 

https://mwfellows.info/englishhabittracker
https://mwfellows.info/englishhabittracker
https://www.scrabblegames.info/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7BlTIDdOgZKVwdgvdI04avbOTAAmsMh6
https://www.vocabulary.com/lists/
https://www.ldoceonline.com/exercise/section-vocabulary/
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english-thesaurus
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Vocabulary Post-Assessment 
 
After you’ve had a chance to use the tools and resources above to expand your vocabulary, in addition to 
practicing your reading, writing, and listening on a daily basis, retake the Test Your Vocab online assessment 
and record your vocabulary size below.  
 
Post-Assessment: Vocabulary 
 

Date My Vocabulary Size Assessment 

  

 
Compare your areas of improvement from the pre-assessment to 
the post-assessment.  Are you still below where you want to be in 
terms of vocabulary size?  Return to the resources and practice 
activities and continue to work on expanding your English 
vocabulary. 
 
 
 

Vocabulary Size 
Assessment 

Approximate 
CEFR Level 

500 – 1,000 A1 
1,000 – 2,000 A2 
2,000 – 4,000 B1 
4,000 – 8,000 B2 

8,000 – 16,000 C1 
16,000 + C2 

http://testyourvocab.com/
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Writing is a critical area for using your English skills professionally, as you will often be communicating with 
English speakers in your network via email and other written correspondence.  In this section, the primary 
tool you will use for both the assessments and the practice activities will be the Cambridge English Write & 
Improve platform.  This platform contains prompts and guidelines to practice your writing, and provides 
helpful feedback on ways to improve your writing while also providing a CEFR score.  It may be helpful to 
create an account to save your scores and track your progress; however, this is not required. 

In addition to the Write & Improve platform, you will have the opportunity to practice writing emails and will 
learn tips on professional writing.  Resources will also be provided for proper source citation and guidance on 
academic writing. 

Writing Pre-Assessment 

Two assessments have been selected from Write & Improve for you to assess your current writing level.  The 
beginner-level writing exercise will help you practice using the platform, while the intermediate-level writing 
exercise can be used to assess your skills.  Record your results from the intermediate-level exercise in the 
table below. 

• Practice – Complete this beginner-level
writing exercise.

• Assess – Complete this intermediate-
level writing exercise and record your
results below. 

Pre-Assessment: Writing 

Date My CEFR level (see 
screenshot above) 

Did I write 
about the 
question? 1-5 

Task time? How many 
errors? 

Do a check and 
correct.  Now what 
is your level? 

How many 
errors 
remain? 

After completing these two exercises, take a moment to refer back to the CEFR baseline self-reflection you 
completed at the beginning of the toolkit.  Does your intial self-assessment match the level received on this 
pre-assessment?  If it does match, read the criteria for the next level to see what you need to work on to move 
up the scale.  If it does not match, reflect on the different sets of criteria to see if you can identify any strengths 
or areas of improvement you weren’t fully aware of. 

https://writeandimprove.com/
https://writeandimprove.com/
https://writeandimprove.com/
https://writeandimprove.com/workbooks#/wi-workbooks/5e82fa5e-cc62-46ce-83ab-e2e7b21cd143/tasks/5e85f3c6-2c25-4967-b100-a79028c001e8
https://writeandimprove.com/workbooks#/wi-workbooks/5e82fa5e-cc62-46ce-83ab-e2e7b21cd143/tasks/5e85f3c6-2c25-4967-b100-a79028c001e8
https://writeandimprove.com/workbooks#/wi-workbooks/5e82fa5e-cc62-46ce-83ab-e2e7b21cd143/tasks/5e8ca01a-87d7-4992-aa5d-0480132996e8
https://writeandimprove.com/workbooks#/wi-workbooks/5e82fa5e-cc62-46ce-83ab-e2e7b21cd143/tasks/5e8ca01a-87d7-4992-aa5d-0480132996e8
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Tools and Guidance to Improve Your Writing Skills 
 
Now that you have a better sense of your writing skills, use the letter writing exercise below to practice and 
improve your writing abilities.  You can then move on to the lesson on specific skills for business writing, 
before returning to Write & Improve to continue mastering your writing skills.  
 
Practice Activities  
 

1. To practice your writing, send five 150-200 word letters to your future self, using the FutureMe.org 
platform.  These letters can talk about anything from your day-to-day life to your long-term goals.  Use 
the prompts below to help you get started: 
 Where do you hope your English language skills will be one year from now (remember the 

SMART goals you created on page 12)?  
 Where do you hope your career or business will be five years from now? 
 What is a skill, professional or personal, you hope to master in the next two years? 

 

Practice here: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

https://www.futureme.org/
https://www.futureme.org/
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2. Turning to professional writing, review the short articles with tips for business writing from 
EnglishGrammar.org.  Once you’ve finished reading and taking notes, return to Write & Improve to 
complete the remaining Write & Improve business writing exercises.  

 

Notes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Ideas for Practicing Writing   
 
Improving your English writing skills will require practice and attention to detail.  Below are a few exercises 
you can engage in on a daily basis.  You may want to consider incorporating some of these activities into your 
English Habit Tracker.  
 

• Write timed essays – To improve your fluency in writing essays, write a timed essay every day.  If you 
are around English speakers, ask them to read your essays and give you feedback.  

• Free write – Do a 5- or 10-minute fluency writing exercise every day to improve your speed.  Write as 
quickly as you can without worrying about mistakes or editing your ideas as you write. 

• Find a writing partner – Although we usually write alone, it is always good to have someone else read 
our writing.  Look for a partner at work or a friend who will review your writing and provide feedback.  
A writing partner also helps keep you accountable to your goals.  

 

Additional Resources for Continued Learning  
 
 The Purdue OWL provides resources for writers at all skill levels.  
 Citation Machine is a platform that can help you cite your written work properly.  Plagiarism (the 

use of someone else’s work without proper citation/attribution) is taken very seriously in the 
United States and can even result in legal action. 

 The University of London Academic English Online Portal includes a variety of resources and 
materials for developing skills in academic English, including academic writing. 

 Watch this video tutorial on using Track Changes in Word, which can be a helpful tool if a friend is 
available to review and provide feedback on your writing. 

https://www.englishgrammar.org/category/business-writing/
https://writeandimprove.com/free
https://writeandimprove.com/workbooks#/wi-workbooks/5e82fa5e-cc62-46ce-83ab-e2e7b21cd143
https://mwfellows.info/englishhabittracker
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/
http://www.citationmachine.net/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plagiarism
http://aeo.sllf.qmul.ac.uk/index.html
http://youtu.be/mjgMRtuGLPM
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Writing Post-Assessment 
 
After you have spent time working on your writing through both the practice activities and the daily writing 
exercises suggested above, retake the intermediate-level writing exercise on Write & Improve to see if your 
score has improved.  
 

• Assess – Complete the following intermediate-level writing exercise and record the results below 
using the assessment table. 

 
Post-Assessment: Writing 
 

Date My CEFR 
level 

Did I write 
about the 
question? 1-5 

Task time? How many 
errors? 

Do a check and 
correct.  Now 
what is your 
level? 

How many 
errors 
remain? 

       

 
Compare your errors and feedback from the pre-assessment to the post-assessment.  Is there a lingering 
writing concept that proved challenging for you in both assessments?  Return to the resources and practice 
activities and continue to work on these areas of improvement.  
 

 
 

https://writeandimprove.com/
https://writeandimprove.com/workbooks#/wi-workbooks/5e82fa5e-cc62-46ce-83ab-e2e7b21cd143/tasks/5e8ca01a-87d7-4992-aa5d-0480132996e8
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In this final skill-based section of the toolkit, you will have the opportunity to assess and practice your English 
pronunciation and speaking.  The goal of this section is to help you gain confidence in having conversations in 
English by practicing your pronunciation and strengthening your overall speaking skills. 
 
You will find activities that will focus on listening to various pronunciations and practicing them out loud.  As 
you practice, record sounds and words that challenge you in the notes section below.  Incorporate practicing 
pronunciation into your daily routine by adding speech practice to your English Habit Tracker.  Once you feel 
that your English pronunciation has improved, return to this section of the toolkit to take the post-assessment 
and record your progress. 
 

Pronunciation and Speaking Pre-Assessment 
 
The pronunciation and speaking assessment is provided through the Education First platform where you 
previously completed the listening and reading assessment.  To access the pronunciation and speaking 
assessment you will first need to create an account.   
 
Instructions 
 

1. Create an Education First account. 
2. Complete the five-minute Education First 

Speech Test and record your results for  fluency  
and  pronunciation  in  the  table  below. 

3. Compare the results of your pronunciation and 
speaking pre-assessment to  your spoken 
interaction and production personal ranking  
from the  baseline CEFR self-reflection.   You  can 
use  this  chart  to find  an approximate  CEFR  
level for your  pronunciation and speaking  from 
the pre-assessment. 

 
Pre-Assessment: Pronunciation and Fluency 
 

Date Fluency (Needs Work, Almost There, Good, 
Great) 

Pronunciation (Needs Work, Almost There, 
Good, Great) 

   

 
  

Pronunciation and 
Speaking Pre-

Assessment Score 

Approximate CEFR 
Level 

Needs Work A1/A2 
Almost There B1/B2 

Good C1 
Great C2 

https://mwfellows.info/englishhabittracker
https://www.efset.org/
https://accounts.ef.com/en/efset/register/index.html?continue_uri=https%3A%2F%2Faccounts.ef.com%2Foauth2%2Fauth%3Fresponse_type%3Dtoken%26client_id%3Defcom_efset%26scope%3D%26providers%3Dfacebook%252Cgoogle%252Clinkedin%26redirect_uri%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.efset.org%252Fredirect%252F%26state%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.efset.org%252F
https://www.efset.org/2Q1hNGN/
https://www.efset.org/2Q1hNGN/
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In your results, EF SET will analyze which words spoken during your assessment need further pronunciation 
practice.  Record these words in the notes section below and continue practicing them as you move through 
the pronunciation and speaking resources. 

Notes 

Tools and Guidance to Improve Your 
Pronunciation and Speaking Skills 

Now that you have a better idea of your pronunciation skills, 
several resources are provided below that address the 
foundational concepts of English pronunciation.  Review the 
words that the EF SET pre-assessment noted as needing further 
practice, and identify common pronunciation categories to 
help guide you through the practice activities, focusing on 
pronunciation areas that need further improvement and 
continued learning.  Take notes in the space on the next page as 
you learn new pronunciation rules and concepts. 

Practice Activities 

1. Listen to The Color Vowel Chart to become more
comfortable with English pronunciation.  Practice
making the sounds as you listen and note any sounds
that challenge your pronunciation.

2. Listen to all the categories of useful English words and phrases available through the Forvo.com
English pronunciation dictionary.  Practice pronouncing the words as you listen.

3. Listen to the top 10 English pronunciation lessons available through Clear English Corner.
4. Read the explanation of a syllable and complete the syllable quiz to test your understanding.

 What is a syllable?
 Syllable quiz

5. To further challenge your pronunciation skills, practice theses tongue twisters from English With
Jennifer.

“Practice is essential and 
important when it comes to 
language learning.  It helps you 
get the right pronunciation, 
tone, posture and thinking in 
the language one wants to 
develop.  And while practicing, 
you will make mistakes that will 
help you correct yourself in the 
running of that exercise.” 

Hombalotouna Attegoua 
2019 Fellowship Alumna 

Togo 

https://americanenglish.state.gov/resources/color-vowel-chart
https://forvo.com/languages/en/
https://www.clearenglishcorner.com/blog?tag=top+10+lessons
https://www.howmanysyllables.com/whataresyllables
https://www.howmanysyllables.com/english_grammar/quizzes/syllable_quiz
https://www.englishwithjennifer.com/students/tongue-twisters/
https://www.englishwithjennifer.com/students/tongue-twisters/
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Notes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Learning English pronunciation and honing your speaking skills is a matter of practice and careful listening to 
others.  Below are a number of exercises you can engage in on a daily basis.  You may want to consider 
incorporating some of these activities into your English Habit Tracker.  
 

Additional Resources for Continued Learning  
 
 Listen and practice the International Phonetic Alphabet. 
 Sign up for daily conversation videos from Youglish to practice pronunciation every day. 
 RachelsEnglish.com provides hundreds of free videos offering detailed instruction on everything 

from sounds to intonation and linking. 
 Join The Accents Way community for motivating practice videos and a space to celebrate your 

accomplishments with other English language learners. 
 Watch videos from the Sounds American YouTube Channel for in-depth explanations on 

pronouncing  common letters and sounds.  
 Visit Fluent U for tips on improving your English-speaking skills. 
 Watch the American English Conversational Video Series to listen to and practice more informal 

speech patterns.  
 Listen to the ideal rates of speech from ClearlySpeaking.com to learn about which rate of speech 

is ideal for conversational English. 

https://mwfellows.info/englishhabittracker
http://www.antimoon.com/how/pronunc-soundsipa.htm
https://youglish.com/lesson
https://rachelsenglish.com/video-categories/
https://theaccentsway.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-MSYk9R94F3TMuKAnQ7dDg
https://www.fluentu.com/blog/english/how-to-improve-spoken-english/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7BlTIDdOgZIv4O7yc9HGEe0PiWOq0Nb9
https://clearly-speaking.com/what-is-the-ideal-rate-of-speech/
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Ideas for Practicing Pronunciation  
 

• Intonation – Find a TED Talk  you 
enjoy and practice imitating short 
segments from it. 

• Sing in English – Choose an English 
song and practice singing it.  
Record yourself and check for 
accuracy. 

• Focus your practice – Choose one 
or two points to work on each 
week.  Practice those points for 
five minutes every day.  For 
example, practice two vowels 
sounds per week by recording 
yourself and check for accuracy. 

• Read aloud – Read an article aloud for 10 minutes every morning, focusing on making accurate 
sounds. 

• Pay attention to yourself when you speak – Monitor your speaking for sounds or words that challenge 
you and practice pronouncing these more clearly. 

• Talk with native English speakers – Research shows this is one of the important factors in achieving 
good pronunciation.  Immerse yourself in conversations with native English speakers and pay close 
attention to the way they speak. 

• Daily practice – Do vocal warmups and tongue twisters every day as part of your morning or evening 
routine. 

• Record yourself and listen – Make recordings of your speech every week and listen for pronunciation 
and fluency.  Transcribe the recording and locate any mistakes that may need additional practice. 

• Find support – Tell people that you are working on your pronunciation and ask them to correct you 
when they hear a mistake. 

• Practice in front of a mirror – Look at your mouth, eyes, and head movements.  Try to mimic native 
English speakers. 

• Watch and listen to TV/videos/movies – Watch and listen to recordings of native English speakers.  If 
available, use a transcript to practice imitating the speaker. 

 
  

Nonso Smart Okafor, 2014 Mandela Washington Fellow from Nigeria, 
speaks at an event at the Alamo City Chamber of Commerce. 

https://www.ted.com/
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Ideas for Practicing Speaking  
 

• Speak along with a recording – Read a book out loud while listening to the audio.  This kind of practice 
helps you keep up with the fluency of the reader while practicing intonation, pausing, and vocabulary.  

• Talk to yourself – This is a good way to practice your vocabulary.  Try describing the objects and 
environment around you out loud.  

• Summarize an article – Read an article while taking notes, then record yourself giving a 2-3 minute 
summary of the article.  Listen to the recording and note any mistakes for further practice. 

• Record yourself for fluency – Use Speech Texter to record yourself talking about any topic for one 
minute.  The text will appear while you talk.  After you finish, highlight the words to see the word 
count at the end.  How does your rate compare with native English speakers?  Remember, faster is not 
always better.  Your rate needs to be appropriate for both the situation and the level of your 
pronunciation.  If you are slow speaker, see if you can do it faster the second time.  If you speak too 
quickly, add pauses at the ends of your sentences. 
 

Pronunciation and Speaking Post-Assessment 
 
After you have taken the time to incorporate pronunciation and speech practice into your daily routine, retake 
the Education First Speech Test.  Record your scores below and compare with the results from the pre-
assessment.  
 
Post-Assessment: Pronunciation and Fluency 
 

Date Fluency (Needs Work, Almost There, Good, 
Great) 

Pronunciation (Needs Work, Almost There, 
Good, Great) 

   

 
Compare the words that the EF SET pre-assessment 
noted as needing further practice with the post 
-assessment.  Is there a lingering pronunciation skill that 
proved challenging in both assessments?  Return to the 
resources and practice activities and continue to work 
on these areas of improvement.  

Pronunciation and 
Speaking Post-

Assessment Score 

Approximate CEFR 
Level 

Needs Work A1/A2 
Almost There B1/B2 

Good C1 
Great C2 

https://www.speechtexter.com/
https://clearly-speaking.com/what-is-the-ideal-rate-of-speech/
https://www.efset.org/2Q1hNGN/
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Now that you have worked through the skill-based sections and incorporated daily English practice into your 
routine using the English Habit Tracker, it is time to reflect on your progress and goals. 

First, you will re-complete the self-reflection using the Common European Framework of Reference for 
Languages (CEFR) from the first section of the toolkit.  Think about the skill-specific assessments you have 
completed throughout this toolkit and consider how your scores improved as you worked through the 
practice activities and additional resources.  This self-reflection will be followed by the opportunity to revisit 
your English language vision and goals.  You have likely accomplished several of your goals, or made 
significant progress toward accomplishing them.  Updating your goals or creating new ones will help guide 
your continued learning and practice. 

CEFR Chart Self-Reflection 

Think back to the self-reflection you completed at the start of this toolkit.  You had the opportunity to walk 
through the CEFR chart on pages 6 and 7 and estimate the level of each of your English language skills.  Take a 
moment to revisit the chart on page 6 and reflect again on your English language skills at the completion of 
this toolkit. 

After your reflection, use the table below to note where you feel you land now for each English language skill. 
Compare these new rankings to your previous CEFR self-reflection table on page 8.  Where do you feel you 
have improved, and where have you largely stayed the same?  Use this new understanding to reassess your 
goals in the next section.  You may also revisit this page as often as you like to continue to assess your 
progress over time.  As noted in the introduction, some of your goals may be easy to achieve in a short time, 
and some may take years. 

Date Completed: 

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 

Listening 

Reading 

Spoken Interaction 

Spoken Production 

Writing 

https://mwfellows.info/englishhabittracker
https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/home
https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/home
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English Language Vision and Goals Revisited 

When you began this toolkit, you were asked to provide an English language vision and goals that could be 
used to guide you through the skill-based sections.  This vision was intended to be an ideal scenario where 
you are confidently and clearly communicating with those around you in English.  Take a moment to revisit 
your English vision and picture yourself in this scenario.  If this scenario is something you have already 
accomplished, use the space below to draft a new English vision.  If this scenario is something you are still 
working to accomplish, take a moment to rewrite your vision as a reminder of what you are striving toward.  If 
your priorities have changed since creating your vision, update your vision to meet this new shift in your 
language journey.  

Write your ideal scenario here: 
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Now take a moment to review the SMART goals you drafted to advance your English language vision.  Ask 
yourself: have you accomplished these goals?  If you have accomplished them, or if your English language 
vision has changed, use the space below to create new goals to guide your continued progress.  If you are still 
working to accomplish these goals, rewrite them below and update them as needed.  
 

SMART Goals 

1 

 
 
 
 

2 

 
 
 
 

3 

 
 
 
 

 
Finding Additional Support 
 
Learning a new language is a lifelong process that takes time, and the progress you have made so far reflects 
your hard work and dedication.  As you continue to practice and learn, it is important to have support from 
those around you.  Take the time to join an English club online or in your community, like through the local 
American Corner, and surround yourself with people on a similar learning path as you.  Connecting with your 
peers in the Fellowship Network is also important, as they will be positioned to provide feedback on your 
work and guidance on how to achieve your goals.  

https://americanenglish.state.gov/
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Introduction and Directions



				English Habit Tracker:  Introduction and Directions

				When learning a new language, daily practice is a key way to improve your language skills.  This can be done through forming habits that incorporate short amounts of practice into your daily routine.  The English Habit Tracker has been designed to assist you in accomplishing this.  Using this spreadsheet, you will set goals for daily English practice on a monthly basis and track your progress using built-in formulas that determine the percentage of days each month you meet your practice goals.  



				In the tabs below, click on the current month and locate column B, where there is space to add five daily English habits in rows 4 through 8.   These tasks can help you target areas of improvement that you discover throughout the ESL Toolkit, such as reading, pronunciation, writing, etc.  Add your five chosen tasks for the month to column B.  The remaining columns in the spreadsheet enable you to track which of your tasks you accomplish and how often you accomplish them.



				Every day, visit the English Habit Tracker to record which tasks you completed.  In the column that contains that day’s date, mark rows 4 through 8 with a 1 or 0, 1 meaning you accomplished the task and 0 meaning you did not.  You will receive a daily total and a percentage complete for the day.  Continue this documentation through the rest of the month.  



				At the end of each month you will receive a monthly percentage for each habit, and an average percentage across all five habits.  100% completion is likely not a realistic goal; instead, try to aim for at least 70% completion or higher.  Move to the next month's tab and either add new daily English habits or carry over the ones from last month for continued practice.

				Please note that this spreadsheet is designed so that you can start using it any month, and all months in the template have 31 days - you may want to adjust the total number of columns in each sheet, or zero out days 30 and 31 if they are not used in a particular month.





Month 1

				ESL Habit Tracker



				Month 1		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		Total		Max Goal		% Complete Per Habit

				Daily ESL Habit 1																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 2																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 3																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 4																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 5																																																																0		31		0%

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Max Goal		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5				155

				% Complete Per Day		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%						0%





Month 2

				ESL Habit Tracker



				Month 2		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		Total		Max Goal		% Complete Per Habit

				Daily ESL Habit 1																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 2																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 3																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 4																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 5																																																																0		31		0%

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Max Goal		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5				155

				% Complete Per Day		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%						0%





Month 3

				ESL Habit Tracker



				Month 3		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		Total		Max Goal		% Complete Per Habit

				Daily ESL Habit 1																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 2																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 3																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 4																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 5																																																																0		31		0%

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Max Goal		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5				155

				% Complete Per Day		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%						0%





Month 4

				ESL Habit Tracker



				Month 4		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		Total		Max Goal		% Complete Per Habit

				Daily ESL Habit 1																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 2																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 3																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 4																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 5																																																																0		31		0%

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Max Goal		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5				155

				% Complete Per Day		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%						0%





Month 5

				ESL Habit Tracker



				Month 5		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		Total		Max Goal		% Complete Per Habit

				Daily ESL Habit 1																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 2																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 3																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 4																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 5																																																																0		31		0%

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Max Goal		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5				155

				% Complete Per Day		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%						0%





Month 6

				ESL Habit Tracker



				Month 6		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		Total		Max Goal		% Complete Per Habit

				Daily ESL Habit 1																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 2																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 3																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 4																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 5																																																																0		31		0%

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Max Goal		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5				155

				% Complete Per Day		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%						0%





Month 7

				ESL Habit Tracker



				Month 7		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		Total		Max Goal		% Complete Per Habit

				Daily ESL Habit 1																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 2																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 3																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 4																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 5																																																																0		31		0%

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Max Goal		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5				155

				% Complete Per Day		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%						0%





Month 8

				ESL Habit Tracker



				Month 8		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		Total		Max Goal		% Complete Per Habit

				Daily ESL Habit 1																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 2																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 3																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 4																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 5																																																																0		31		0%

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Max Goal		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5				155

				% Complete Per Day		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%						0%





Month 9

				ESL Habit Tracker



				Month 9		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		Total		Max Goal		% Complete Per Habit

				Daily ESL Habit 1																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 2																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 3																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 4																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 5																																																																0		31		0%

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Max Goal		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5				155

				% Complete Per Day		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%						0%





Month 10

				ESL Habit Tracker



				Month 10		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		Total		Max Goal		% Complete Per Habit

				Daily ESL Habit 1																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 2																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 3																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 4																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 5																																																																0		31		0%

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Max Goal		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5				155

				% Complete Per Day		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%						0%





Month 11

				ESL Habit Tracker



				Month 11		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		Total		Max Goal		% Complete Per Habit

				Daily ESL Habit 1																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 2																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 3																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 4																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 5																																																																0		31		0%

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Max Goal		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5				155

				% Complete Per Day		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%						0%





Month 12

				ESL Habit Tracker



				Month 12		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		Total		Max Goal		% Complete Per Habit

				Daily ESL Habit 1																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 2																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 3																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 4																																																																0		31		0%

				Daily ESL Habit 5																																																																0		31		0%

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Max Goal		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5				155

				% Complete Per Day		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%						0%
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